
Technical data
SCHÖNOX iLINE HYBRID
Basis: solvent-free 1-component

polyurethane

Color: light brown

Density: 1,29 kg/l

Storage temperature:

not below + 10 °C

Application temperature:

not below + 18 °C,

not above 65 % rel. air humidity

Material consumption/coverage:

approx. 600 - 650 g/m² (460 - 500

ml)

Waiting time: none

Open time: approx. 60 min

Drying time/further processing:

after approx. 24 - 48 hours

SCHÖNOX TS HYBRID
Color: grey

Material thickness: appr. 3 mm

Sheet width: 1,50 m

Mass per unit area:

-3 mm approx. 0,09 kg/m²

Thermal conductivity: 0,042 W/mK

Thermal resistance: 0,071 m² K/W

All values are approximate, are subject

to local climatic fluctuations and vary

according to the absorbency of the sub-

strates and the applicator device.

Product characteristics
SCHÖNOX iLINE HYBRID
EMICODE EC 1PLUS: very low emission

approved by the building authorities

Emission tested building product

according to DIBt-principles - approval

no.: Z-155.10-499

impact sound reducing

no priming required

solvent-free according to TRGS 610

waterfree, no expansion of wood

optimum ridging and height of glue line

soft adhesive ridge

suitable for application on subfloor

heating systems

low odour

one component

ready for use

no waiting time

long open time

SCHÖNOX TS HYBRID
EMICODE EC 1PLUS: very low emission

approved by the building authorities

Emission tested building product

according to DIBt-principles - approval

no.: Z-158.10-221

high impact sound insulation

low construction height

high underfoot comfort

minimal mass per m²

relieves stress, functions as a uncoup-

ling layer

easy to work on

easy and rapid application

excellent lay-flat properties

Applications
SCHÖNOX PARKETT HYBRID SYSTEM is
suitable for:
Solid parquet non sensitive to swelling

(e.g. Oak, Oregon Pine, Merbau, Jatoba,

Iroko, Elm, Wenge)

solid hardwood boards

- length: ≤ 2400 mm

-width: ≤ 180 mm

- thickness: 15 - 22,5 mm

- thickness / width ratio: max. 1 : 8

solid parquet elements according to EN

13 226

- length: ≥ 300 mm

- thickness: ≥ 15

- thickness / width ratio: max. 1 : 4

multi-layer parquet elements - triple

layer parquet - according to EN 13 489

on absorbent and non absorbent

substrates in interior areas

Substrates
SCHÖNOX PARKETT HYBRID SYSTEM is
suitable on:
dry screeds

particle boards (P4 - P7)

OSB boards (class 3 - 4)

and other substrates suitable for laying.

Requirements of substrate
Adequate strength, evenness, dimen-

sional stability and dryness.

Free of residues which reduce adhe-

sion, e.g. dust, dirt, oil, fat and loose

particles.

Surface treatments or any "friable"

areas of the subfloor must be mech-

anically removed and the subfloor

repaired with SCHÖNOX levelling com-

pounds as required.

Old adhesive residues and levelling lay-

ers with no sufficient hardness should

be removed completely by suitable

mechanical means.

The requirements of DIN 18 356

"Parquet work" are applicable.

For parquet units > 800 mm length,

substrate should have an evenness

tolerance according to DIN 18 202 of ≤

2 mm/m.

Sound, even surfaces with absorbency

level appropriate to use are achieved

by using SCHÖNOX ZM, SCHÖNOX HS
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SCHÖNOX® PARKETT HYBRID SYSTEM
Hybrid system to reduce impact sound and at the same time uncoupling effect.
Innovative laying system composed of the impact sound underlayment SCHÖNOX TS HYPRID and the

elastic parquet adhesive SCHÖNOX iLINE HYBRID. Especially for laying parquet on dry screeds. Optimized

adhesive consumption and uncoupling effect by the preset cut-outs to apply the adhesive.
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10, SCHÖNOX HS 50, SCHÖNOX HS 10F

or SCHÖNOX ZM RAPID.

SCHÖNOX APF and SCHÖNOX AM are

also suitable for laying parquet on. En-

sure the levelling compound is well

dried through.

On mineral substrates SCHÖNOX VD FIX

can be used to bind adherent residual

dust before laying parquet(drying time

≥ 60 min.).

Floating laid chipboard/OSB-boards

should be laid in two layers, bonded

and screwed with lateral offset (thick-

ness at least 25 mm).

Dry screeds should have a layer thick-

ness of at least 20 mm.

Rooms in buildings without a base-

ment, are to be sealed against rising

dampness in compliance with the

standard.

Refer to the parquet manufacturer’s

technical product information for

parquet substrate requirements.

The requirements of the relevant valid

standards, guidelines and data sheets

apply.

Recommended method
of working
Parquet that is bonded with SCHÖNOX

PARKETT HYBRID SYSTEM should be

conditioned and requires a wood hu-

midity corresponding to the medium

seasonal climate of 20 °C and 50 %

rh (wood humidity for multi-layer par-

quet 8 % ± 2% for single bars).

For laying parquet there is an op-

timum room climate - room temperat-

ure > 18 °C, relative humidity < 65 % -

assumed. As a basic rule applies: room

climatic laying conditions = room cli-

matic using conditions. With a wood

humidity of normally 8 % a room tem-

perature of 22 °C and a relative humid-

ity of approx. 50 % is necessary. This

equates to the wood-physical laws and

the optimal climate for parquet floors.

Smoothness of the substrate must be

checked before laying. If needed it

should be levelled with a SCHÖNOX

levelling compound to allow a gluing

without cavities.

Close cotraction joints and induced con-

traction joints force-locked.

Roll out SCHÖNOX TS HYBRID parallel

to the laying direction of the parquet.

Apply the adhesive using a caulking

gun (manual- or akku-driven-gun) into

all cut-outs with the supplied triangu-

lar nozzle.

The nozzle must be held in a 90 degree

angle to the substrate.

Filling of all cut-outs is a must.

Apply only as much adhesive as can be

laid with parquet within 60 min.

Lay the parquet directly into the adhes-

ive with light sliding. Tap it firmly and,

if necessary weigh it down.

The parquet must be well set on the

underlayment.

The distance between the wall and the

parquet to be laid (according to the kind

of parquet and the size of the room)

should be at least 1 to 2 cm.

Sand and seal not before the adhesive

is fully cured.

A direct bonding without sanding is

within 7 days (after intermediate grind-

ing up to stress whitening) on the

primers SCHÖNOX HP RAPID, SCHÖNOX

EPA possible.

If in doubt, ask for special information.

Acoustic improvement
Acoustic improvement: according to

DIN 52 201 16 db

The acoustic improvement is depending

on the local situation (ceiling construc-

tion) and can only be identified after a

test laying.

Packaging
600 ml unipacks (20 pieces in a box)

incl. triangular nozzle

16,70 m roll (25 m²)

Storage
Storage life of 12 months (in closed

packaging).

Store SCHÖNOX

PARKETT HYBRID SYSTEM in cool, dry,

frost-free conditions.

Disposal
Empty packaging completely and dis-

pose of in accordance with regulations

For the disposal of product residues,

wastewater and containerswith adher-

ent product residues please follow the

local governmental regulations.

EMICODE
EC 1PLUS: very low emission

GISCODE
RU 0,5 - identification-free, solvent-

free polyurethane adhesive / primer

Risk phrases
For professional use only.

This product contains isocyanates. Fol-

low the instructions of the manufac-

turer. For more detailed information

see Safety Data Sheet.

To wear suitable personal protective

equipment is necessary in any case.

Please, find details on in the safety

data sheet, chapter 8.

Wear suitable gloves e.g. from nitrile.

Recommendation of KCL, Germany:

CAMATRIL 730 material thickness 0,4

mm); max. wearing time: 8 hours.

Information on the safe handling of

chemical products, as well as the es-

sential physical, safety-related, toxic-

ological and ecological data can be

found in the current safety data sheets.

Observe all relevant regulations, e.g.

the hazardous substances act. Further

instructions can be found on the inter-

net at www.schoenox.com

EPD - Self-declaration
Sika Deutschland GmbH declares that the

product fullfills the criteria for reaction

resins based on polyurethane or SMP,

filled or aqueous, solvent-free.

ENVIRONMENTAL PRODUCT
DECLARATION
acc. to ISO 14025 and EN 15804

Owner of declaration
FEICA - Association of the European Ad-

hesive and Sealant Industry

Editor
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The applicable recommendations, guidelines, DIN

regulations and safety data sheets are to be ob-

served, together with the recognised architectural

and engineering regulations.We guarantee that our

products leave the factory in perfect condition. While

our recommendations for use are based on tests

and practical experience, they can only provide gen-

eral guidance without any assurance as to product

characteristics, since we have no influence over the

conditions on site, the execution of the work or the

method of processing. This product data sheet super-

sedes all previous editions.

Sika Deutschland GmbH

Subsidiary Rosendahl

P.O. Box 11 40

D-48713 Rosendahl / Germany

Phone +49 (0) 2547-910-0

Fax +49 (0) 2547-910-101

E-mail: info@schoenox.de

www.schoenox.com

The Sika management system is certified to ISO

9001 and 14001 by SQS
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Institut für Bauen und Umwelt e.V. (IBU)

Program owner
Institut für Bauen und Umwelt e.V. (IBU)

Number of declaration
EPD-FEI-20150250-IBG1-EN

Instructions
Contains isocyanates. May produce an

allergic reaction.

Contains dibutyltin dilaurate.

Material safety data sheet available on

request.

Take care to ensure that no adhesive

is squeezed between the parquet ele-

ments. Carefully insert each element in

to the adhesive bed and press evenly.

Clean tools immediately after use with

SCHÖNOX FIX CLEAN.

Although keep in mind occupational

safety.

Wipe off impurities on sealed surfaces

immediately and remove residual

bloom with a suitable cleaning agent

(e.g. SCHÖNOX FIX CLEAN).

Hardened material can only be

removed mechanically.

Follow the parquet manufacturer’s

laying instructions. If in doubt, we re-

commend testing a small area.

The product data sheets of further add-

on products should be observed.


